
Appendix 2 to the Principles of cooperation with experts 
 

 

 

The amounts of remuneration  
payable to experts 

 

1) The amounts of remuneration payable to experts – members of the Project Assessment 
Committee (PAC) in the TEAM-NET programme financed under Measure 4.4 of SG OP, taking part 
in the 1st or 2nd panel meeting shall be as follows: 

a) gross remuneration of PLN 650 (say: six hundred and fifty zlotys) or EUR 150 (say: one 
hundred euro) or USD 165 (say: one hundred and sixty-five US dollars) or GBP 130 (say: one 
hundred and thirty British pounds) participating in a one-day panel meeting, in the case of 
evaluating four or less applications during the panel; 

b) gross remuneration of PLN 1,300 (say: one thousand and three hundred zloty) or EUR 300 
(say: three hundred euro), or USD 330 (say: three hundred and thirty US dollars), or GBP 260 
(say: two hundred and sixty British pounds) for participating in a one-day panel meeting, in 
the case of evaluating at least 5 (five) applications during the panel; 

c) gross remuneration of PLN 2,150 (say: two thousand one hundred and fifty zloty) or EUR 500 
(say: five hundred euro), or USD 550 (say: five hundred and fifty US dollars), or GBP 430 (say: 
four hundred and thirty British pounds) for participating in a two-day panel meeting,  

d) gross remuneration of PLN 3,000 (say: three thousand zloty) or EUR 700 (say: seven hundred 
euro), or USD 770 (say: seven hundred and seventy US dollars), or GBP 600 (say: six hundred 
British pounds) for participating in a three-day panel meeting. 

2) The remuneration payable to experts for drawing up opinions as part of the appeal verification 
procedures, also including participation in the work of the Appeals Commission in the TEAM-NET 
programme, financed under Measure 4.4 of SG OP, shall amount to PLN 450 (say: four hundred 
and fifty zloty) or EUR 110 (say: one hundred and ten), or USD 120 (say: one hundred and twenty 
US dollars), or GBP 90 (say: ninety British pounds). 

3) The amounts of remuneration payable to experts involved in implementing the IA's activities, as 
resulting from the project financing agreements concluded in the TEAM, TEAM TECH, FIRST 
TEAM, HOMING and RETURNS programmes, financed under Measure 4.4 of SG OP, i.e. for 
drawing up opinions regarding proposals of changes to the implemented projects (Application for 
changes), as well as assessing the project reports and progress in the course of implementing a 
grant agreement, shall be as follows: 

a) when the opinion drafting does not involve travelling to the project implementation venue, 
gross remuneration shall range from PLN 200 (say: two hundred zloty) or EUR 45 (say: forty-
five euro), or USD 55 (say: fifty-five US dollars), or GBP 40 (say: forty British pounds) to PLN 
400 (say: four hundred zloty) or EUR 90 (say: ninety euro), or USD 110 (say: one hundred and 



 

 

ten US dollars), or GBP 80 (say: eighty British pounds); the selection of remuneration amount 
falling within the above range is determined by the PA director based on the complexity and 
size of the evaluated documents 

b) when the opinion drafting involves travelling to the project implementation venue (and this 
venue is different from the expert's place of work or residence), the remuneration additional 
to the amount mentioned in Point a) (above) shall amount to PLN 400 (say: four hundred 
zloty) or EUR 90 (say: ninety euro), or USD 110 (say: one hundred and ten US dollars), or GBP 
80 (say: eighty British pounds). 

4) The amounts of remuneration payable to experts involved in implementing the IA's activities, as 
resulting from the project financing agreements concluded in the TEAM NET programme 
financed under Measure 4.4 of SG OP, i.e. for drawing up opinions regarding proposals of 
changes to the implemented projects (Application for changes), as well as assessing the project 
reports and progress in the course of implementing a grant agreement, shall be as follows: 

a) when the opinion drafting does not involve travelling to the project implementation venue, 
the gross remuneration shall range from PLN 200 (say: two hundred zloty) or EUR 45 (say: 
forty five euro) or USD 55 (say: fifty five US dollars) or GBP 40 (say: forty British pounds) to 
gross amount of PLN 750 (say: seven hundred and fifty zloty) or EUR 180 (say: one hundred 
and eighty euro) or USD 200 (say: two hundred US dollars) or GBP 155 (say: one hundred and 
fifty-five British pounds); the selection of remuneration amount falling within the above 
range is determined by the PA director based on the complexity and size of the evaluated 
documents; 

b) when the opinion drafting involves travelling to the project implementation venue (and this 
venue is different from the expert's place of work or residence), the gross remuneration 
additional to the amount mentioned in Point a) (above) shall amount to PLN 400 (say: four 
hundred zloty) or EUR 90 (say: ninety euro), or USD 110 (say: one hundred and ten US 
dollars), or GBP 80 (say: eighty British pounds) for each trip. 

5) The amounts of gross remuneration payable to experts involved in implementing the IA's 
activities, as resulting from the project financing agreements concluded in the TEAM NET 
programme, i.e. for drawing up opinions regarding the mid-term evaluation of the project shall 
be PLN 1,300 (say: one thousand and three hundred zloty) or EUR 300 (say: three hundred euro) 
or USD 330 (say: three hundred and thirty US dollars) or GBP 260 (say: two hundred and sixty 
British pounds) for each project. 

6) The amounts of gross remuneration payable to experts for drawing up the evaluation of the 
material scope implementation of the research project on its completion in accordance with the 
Project checklist for control measures on completion of project implementation under TEAM, 
TEAM TECH, FIRST TEAM, HOMING and POWROTY programmes financed under Measure 4.4 of 
SG OP shall be PLN 550 (say: five hundred and fifty zloty) or EUR 130 (say: on e hundred and 
thirty euro) or USD 140 (say: one hundred and forty US dollars) or GBP 110 (say: one hundred an 
ten British pounds) for each evaluated project. 



 

 

7) The amounts of gross remuneration payable to experts for drawing up the evaluation of the 
material scope implementation of the research project on its completion in accordance with the 
Project checklist for control measures on completion of project implementation under TEAM NET 
programme implemented under Measure 4.4 of SG OP shall be PLN 1,100 (say: one thousand and 
one hundred zloty) or EUR 260 (say: two hundred and sixty euro) or USD 280 (two hundred and 
eighty US dollars) or GBP 220 (say: two hundred and twenty British pounds) for each evaluated 
project. 

8) The amounts of gross remuneration payable to experts involved in implementing the IA's 
activities, as resulting from the project financing agreements concluded in the TEAM, TEAM 
TECH, FIRST TEAM, HOMING and POWROTY programmes financed under Measure 4.4 of SG OP, 
i.e. for drawing up opinions regarding applications for changes to the projects submitted under 
Completion of competition documentation for Measure 4.4 of SG OP regarding the introduction of 
changes in implemented projects, or applications for purchase of specialist devices submitted 
under Completion of competition documentation in the First TEAM programme regarding grant 
competition for funding the purchase of specialist devices shall be as follows: 

a) gross remuneration payable to experts assessing 1 application shall amount to PLN 450 (say: 
four hundred and fifty zloty) or EUR 110 (say: one hundred and ten euro), or USD 120 (say: 
one hundred and twenty US dollars), or GBP 90 (say: ninety British pounds),  

b) gross remuneration payable to experts assessing 2-3 applications shall amount to PLN 750 
(say: seven hundred and fifty zloty) or EUR 180 (say: one hundred and eighty euro), or USD 
200 (say: two hundred US dollars), or GBP 155 (say: one hundred and fifty-five British 
pounds),  

c) gross remuneration payable to experts assessing 4-6 applications shall amount to PLN 1,300 
(say: one thousand and three hundred zloty) or EUR 310 (say: three hundred and ten euro), 
or USD 350 (say: three hundred and fifty US dollars), or GBP 270 (say: two hundred and 
seventy British pounds),  

d) gross remuneration payable to experts assessing 7 applications or more, during a one-day 
panel, shall amount to PLN 1,500 (say: one thousand and five hundred zloty) or EUR 350 (say: 
three hundred and fifty euro), or USD 400 (say: four hundred US dollars), or GBP 310 (say: 
three hundred and ten British pounds). 

9) In justified cases, regarding in particular experts from outside Warsaw, the Foundation, acting 
in line with the Principles of financing and reimbursing the costs of travel and accommodation 
incurred by persons not employed in the Foundation for Polish Science, as binding in the 
Foundation, shall: 

a) cover the costs of a hotel stay or offer the remuneration referred to in Points 1-2, Point 3 (b), 
Point 4 (b) and Points 5-8, increased by the costs of daily accommodation, in a gross amount 
of PLN 400 (say: four hundred zloty) or EUR 90 (say: ninety euro) or USD 110 (say: one 
hundred and ten US dollars), or GBP 80 (say: eighty British pounds), per day, 



 

 

b) cover the costs of travel to/from Warsaw or offer the remuneration referred to in Points 1-2, 
Point 3 (b), Point 4 (b) and Points 5-8, increased by the costs of travel, in a gross amount of 
PLN 300 (say: three hundred zloty) or EUR 70 (say: seventy euro) or USD 80 (say: eighty US 
dollars), or GBP 60 (say: sixty British pounds). 

 


